The goal of SAOGIET is to employ the intellectual potential of engineers and technicians professionally and emotionally involved in the oil and gas industry to support the economy development of the country and for the sake of the members of the Association, especially:

- To inspire scientist, technical and organisation enterprises for the country’s economy and environment protection,
- To initiate and support scientific and technical progress in all oil and gas disciplines,
- To improve professional skills of the Association’s members and other persons and to promote the authors of new technique,
- To shape professional ethics of the oil and gas employees,
- To undertake actions for the power industry economy in the field of production, converting, transferring, distribution, sale and utilisation of fuels and energy in all forms,
- To propagate technical and ecological knowledge and culture and to popularize history of the oil and gas industry,
- To protect relics of the oil and gas technique and natural heritages,
- To protect professions and interests of SAOGIET’s members,
- To integrate environment of the oil and gas employees and to build friendly relations,
- To act for European integration and to develop contacts and cooperation between professional groups and societies.

SAOGIET accomplishes its goals through:

- Monitoring and analysing the scientific, technical, legal, organisation and economic problems in the oil and gas industry and public formulating of postulates, conclusions and opinions,
- Cooperation with parliament, government, autonomy and economic authorities, especially with the oil and gas industry ones,
- Cooperation with scientific and educational institutions and with public national and international associations and organisations,
- Running economy activities, especially in the aspect of giving expertises, advises, recommendations and references,
- Cooperation in establishing and amending the standards and regulations related to the oil and gas industry, commenting the standardisation works and the elaborations concerning the oil and gas terminology,
- Arranging and running the trainings and exams,
- Granting and participating in granting the professional authorisations,
- Issuing book publications and journals,
- Arranging the congresses, meetings, conferences, symposiums, lectures, competitions and exhibitions,
- Influencing on the scope of plans, programme content and education methods in all level schools of oil and gas profiles,
- Running scholarship activity,
- Forming and obeying the rules of ethical behaviour,
- Arranging the training, technical and cognitive tours,
- Arranging for material assistance for the members of SAOGIET and their families based on the treasury of ‘colleagues’ mutual support,
- Founding senior clubs,
- Developing fellowship and social activities,
- Conferring medals, titles and SAOGIET’s honourable distinctions; moving proposals concerning distinctions and prizes for members of SAOGIET.

Thank you for your cooperation!